Recap
May was not a terrible month,
considering all the diplomatic
points the National Unity Government (NUG) has scored. The
NUG’s foreign minister Daw Zin
Mar Aung visited Washington
D.C. and met with the US Deputy Secretary and selected representatives of ASEAN states who
were in town for the US-ASEAN
Special Summit. She was provided full security by the US government as she gave two brilliant interviews to Radio Free Asia (RFA)
and Voice of America (VOA). The
people of Myanmar, at least on
the side of the justice, were filled
with pride for her. It felt as if all of
us were in D.C. for that moment.
Legitimate and proper. Of course,
the incident angered the State
Administration Council (SAC).
It shortly released a statement
condemning the US and ASEAN’s engagement with the NUG
and accused that it could lead to
“abetting terrorism and violence
in the country”.
In addition to the landmark visit
of the NUG’s minister to the US,
another prominent representative of the so-called “shadow
government” (haters be hating)
Dr. Zaw Wai Soe was also in London, meeting the UK’s minister
for Asia Amanda Milling who said,
“Pleased to meet Dr. Zaw Wai
Soe for the first time. My message was clear, we stand with the
people of Myanmar. We support
the NUG and all those calling for
a return to democracy.” On top
of that, Japanese Prime Minister
Kishida and U.S. President Biden
jointly released a statement condemning the coup in Myanmar
during the latter’s first-ever visit
to Japan and vowed to continue
taking action to press for the swift
return to democracy amongst
other nice words. Meanwhile, the
SAC could not even fill the seats
at its own dinner table. The likes
of the Kachin Independence Or-

ganization (KIO), Karen National
Union (KNU), and Karenni State
Progressive Party (KSPP) refused
to attend the junta’s peace talk.
Min Aung Hlaing shamelessly said
the low attendance was due to
the interference from the foreign
states and democratic forces.
Continuing the failure of SAC’s
peace dialogues, clashes between
the regime’s forces and the Arakan Army (AA) have accelerated in
May. It started when AA opened
fire on the junta’s helicopters in
Paletwa Town, Chin State. Tension certainly rose when AA’s
commander in chief openly challenged SAC’s Western Command
Chief General Htin Lin Oo on Twitter, warning him to stay in his lane
or AA would do extreme measures
to make sure he does. One might
think the incident would keep the
junta’s officials in check given how
many enemies they have. However, a couple of weeks later, SAC’s
spokesperson General Zaw Min
Tun once again came after AA,
accusing it of undermining the
junta’s administration in Rakhine
State and bluntly warning “if any
problem arises, don’t blame the
military”. At this point, everyone in
the country realizes every problem
in the country may not go away by
just “blaming” the military but it’s a
good reminder.
Another rift was reported among
the members of the People’s Defense Forces in Sagaing Region.
Apparently, five members of Myinchan based PDF from Mandalay
Region were detained by Chaung
Oo PDF from Sagaing Region, and
people feared there was a couplike culture amongst PDFs. Later,
it was verified that said members
had committed theft and robberies on civilians in Myaung and
Chaung Oo townships in Sagaing
Region, and hence they were detained to face such crimes. The
NUG has ordered that those de-
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tainees be kept properly and given
a chance of a proper trial. Whatever
that was, we have witnessed more
and more stories like this on the
side of the resistance forces, and
one can imagine the junta licking its
lips over such news.
As mentioned above, May was not
a terrible month despite a few setbacks. However, it is indeed challenging to stay focused and optimistic as in the early days. The
Spring Revolution has entered its
17th month, while people from all
walks of life are giving everything
in order to keep the democracy
dream alive, it has taken a toll on
everyone. The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) announced on May 31 that more than
one million people have been displaced by the coup, over 40,000
have fled to neighboring countries
and more than 12,000 households
and religious buildings have been
destroyed by “the conflict”. On the
same day as such report, a huge
explosion occurred at a bus stop in
downtown Yangon, severely injuring at least ten people. The incident
was widely presumed as the junta’s
doing because obviously, no PDF
would harm civilians like this. It is
also a fitting presumption because
ASEAN Special Envoy may visit the
country for the second time soon
and the SAC may be able to paint
a picture that the country is terrorized by the NUG, PDF, etc.
While the junta may not be saddened by the deaths of its troops
but on the people’s side, every casualty, civilian or PDF is a tragedy,
every house torched is a loss, and
every day without freedom is a disaster. The longer this revolution
drags on, the more damaged people will be. Hence, in six months’
time, we may not be too delighted
with the news of our ministers visiting the U.S. or the UK. By all means,
we long for the end of all this.

2022
May 2, 2022
The NUG’s Minister for Home Affairs and Immigration U Lwin Ko Latt said that the parallel government, together with EAOs, PDFs and local
resistance forces, have maintained control over
36 townships in Sagaing, Magway and Bago regions. The NUG aimed to transform Bago and
Ayeyarwaddy regions into administration territories.
The remaining foreign investor of the Yetagun
natural gas project, Japan’s Eneos oil refiner, announced its withdrawal following its partner Malaysia’s Patronas and Thailand’s PTTEP.

May
Timeline

May 5, 2022
As a new fundraising activity, the NUG announced
the auction of the coup leader Min Aung Hlaing’s
house in Inya Road, one of the poshest neighborhoods in Yangon.
Junta’s Ministry of Electricity and Energy blacklisted energy companies, mainly Chinese companies, for failure to complete solar projects in time.
May 6, 2022
Arakan Army (AA)’s commander-in-chief General Twan Mrat Naing warned Western Command
Chief of Myanmar Army General Htin Lin Oo to
stop whatever the army had been doing or AA
would resume fighting regardless of the ceasefire status in Rakhine State.

May 9, 2022
Major ethnic armed organizations (EAOs) such
as Karen National Union, Kachin Independence
Army and Karenni National Progressive Party refused to take part in the coup leader’s peace dialogue.

May 10, 2022
UK Chargé d’Affaires Mr. Pete Vowles is stranded
in Thailand as SAC refused to issue him a visa to
enter Myanmar. This comes after the UK decided
to downgrade Mr. Vowles’ title from ambassador
to Chargé d’Affaires.

May 12, 2022
After finalizing the sale of Telenor Myanmar
to Lebanon’s M1 Group, the group transferred
control of the telecom company to the military-linked Shwe Byain Phyu conglomerate according to Justice for Myanmar.
NUG’s Foreign Minister Daw Zin Mar Aung arrived in Washington D.C., and met with the US
Deputy Secretary, and selected representatives
of ASEAN states who were in D.C. for US-ASEAN
Special Summit.
ASEAN leaders gathered at the White House to
meet with President Joe Biden at the US-ASEAN Special Summit. The seat of Myanmar during
the Summit was left empty as the US continued
ASEAN’s decision to extend invitation to non-political representatives of the junta, which led to
Min Aung Hlaing not sending any representative.

May 13, 2022
Rumor spread on social media that the regime
will impose compulsory registration of IMEI
numbers of mobile phones, which can locate the
users’ location or identify personal information
of the user, what kind of applications are being
used, etcetera.
Hun Sen, Prime Minister of Cambodia and Chairperson of ASEAN, remarked disappointment at
the people of Myanmar for failure to heed Min
Aung Hlaing’s calls for ceasefire talks with ethnic
armed organizations (EAOs), saying “Myanmar
protester are destroying their own country and
killing innocent people” by rejecting so.

May 14, 2022
Junta’s spokesperson General Zaw Min Tun condemned the ASEAN’s engagement with the
NUG, especially Malaysian foreign minister. He
further threatened that if Malaysia continues to
engage with the NUG and NUCC, necessary actions will be taken.

May 15, 2022
A total of 24 Rakhine youth organizations and
student groups called on the Arakan Liberation
Party (ALP) for agreeing to meet with the junta.
Junta’s administration allowed issuance of
tourist visas after two years suspension due to
Covid-19.
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May 16, 2022
NUG leaders met with the Arakan Army (AA) via
videoconferencing, and exchanged views on the
country’s political situation. The landmark meeting was widely welcomed by the people.

May 17, 2022
On the International Day Against Homophobia,
Biphobia and Transphobia (IDAHOBIT), NUG’s
Ministry of Human Rights announced that 17
LGBTIQ have been killed and two were critically injured at the hands of the junta forces since
February 1, 2021.

May 18, 2022
Joint forces of Karen National Liberation Army
Brigade 6 and Cobra Column overran and seized
control of Thay Baw Boe base in Myawaddy Township of Karen State after a long day of fighting.

May 20, 2022
The regime’s peace dialogues kicked off with the
first meeting between General Yawd Serk of the
Restoration Council of Shan State (RCSS) and junta Min Aung Hlaing in Naypyidaw.

May 21, 2022
A boat carrying at least 90 Rohingya from Rakhine State to Malaysia capsized and sank in the
Bay of Bengal during a storm, killing more than
a dozen people, including women and children,
RFA Burmese reported. The passengers reportedly paid US$ 1,500-2,500 each to traffickers to
take them to Malaysia where they hoped to find
employment.
The Indian government has reportedly asserted
efforts to complete profiling and issue identity
cards to all of the Myanmar refugees by the end
of May, the Task Group on Myanmar refugees
said.

May 23, 2022
The New Mon State Party met the coup leader
Min Aung Hlaing as part of his peace dialogues.
The armed group demanded the junta to write a
new federal constitution.
U Zaw Htay, prominent spokesperson of USDP-led government and NLD-led government
during 2011 to 2020, passed away in his Naypyidaw home due to heart failure. He was widely
criticized for his cover-up of the military’s genocide of Rohingya people in 2017.

May 24, 2022
May 25, 2022

The UNOCHA reported that about 14.4 million
people in Myanmar are in need of humanitarian
assistance, and that half of Myanmar’s population, 25 million people out of 54 million, were already living in poverty.
All communication channels such as telephone
lines and internet networks have been cut off in
nine townships of Sagaing Region since May 24.
Due to the deployment of excessive forces, the
PDF expected more townships to witness the
blackout.

On behalf of the family members of State Counselor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, two lawyers filed a
complaint at the UN Working Group for Arbitrary
Detention. The file mentioned that the current
situation of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi’s detention is
a ‘judicial kidnapping’ with no legal basis.
With the arrangement of the Norway Mission,
some ethnic armed groups (EAOs) had a meeting with the United Nations Security Council on
May 25 according to the statement made by the
Kachin Alliance.

May 26, 2022
Due to two-day heavy rain, more than a thousand villagers displaced by clashes in Karen State
are facing extreme hardship due to recent flooding along the Moei River. A relief worker said that
there is a desperate need for food and other basic supplies, including firewood, raincoats, and
cooking utensils in the camp.
The regime’s Department of Basic Education announced that 16 private schools in Naypyidaw
must be shut down due to political involvement.

May 27, 2022
Dr Zaw Wai Soe, NUG’s Minister of Health, arrived
in the UK and had a meeting with UK’s Minister
for Asia, Amanda Milling.
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May 28, 2022
The military regime issued an internal directive
which called back all veterans to service according to the document leaked by Khit Thit media. The justification for the call-back is that the
threat of the Western influence looms, and the
country’s nationalistic identities including the
state religion is at danger.
The United Nations Security Council (UNSC)
failed to agree on a statement aimed at pushing
junta Min Aung Hlaing to take steps towards a
peaceful solution to the country’s ongoing crisis. The disagreement was between the UK, who
drafted the text, and China, as the two countries
blamed each other for the failure of negotiations
over the statement.

May 29, 2022
Dr Zaw Wai Soe and Daw Khin Ma Ma Myo, NUG’s
Minister for Commerce, met with the Myanmar
community in London at London South Bank University.
May 30, 2022
Actors and filmmakers, who are charged with sedition charges and have taken refuge in border
areas, released a film named “Stateless” via YouTube. Streaming of the film will be contributed to
fundraising.
NUG released photos of Interim President Duwa
Lashi La meeting the people’s defense force (PDF)
soldiers at a front line base.
United Wa State Army’s deputy chair U Law Yar
met with the coup leader in Naypyidaw as a part
of the peace dialogues, which marked the third
EAO to participate.
The NUG’s Ministry of Humanitarian Affairs and
Disaster Management, KNU, KNPP and Chin National Front issued a joint statement condemning
the ASEAN’s AHA Centre and UNOCHA for failing
to include them in the humanitarian aid provision
process. The groups claimed that ASEAN and
OCHA did not consult with them, but only approached them to ask for “safe passage”.

May 31, 2022
The Karenni Nationalities Defense Force celebrated its first year of formation. Three Brotherhood Alliance (AA, TNLA and MNDAA) vows to
support the KNDF. After the peace talk with the
junta, Wa State Army announced that it excludes
itself from the Bamar political turmoil, and that it
remains firm on its self-administration.
Bomb blasts were reported in downtown Yangon, injuring at least seven civilians at a bus-stop.
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Gloom and Doom: Myanmar
Economic Snapshot 2022
Around this time last year, we
wrote on Myanmar economic
climate, its repercussions on the
people’s wellbeing and the potential consequences, particularly on how this could impact the
revolution and overall struggle
for democracy. Now, after a year
and four months since the coup,
the overall misery (economic or
non-economic) has increased
exponentially. Admittedly, we do
not want to focus too much on
issues such as money, manufacturing, and trade, if that highlight
means stealing attention from
lives lost and villages torched.
However, we also see that visiting economic landscape has its
merits, for people’s livelihoods
and lives depend on it heavily. As
for the future of revolution, we
believe that the tenacity shown
by the people of Myanmar since
the coup is nothing short of remarkable, and this is proving to
be most effective, yet agonizing,
weapon against military dictatorship. Likewise, the prolonged
and ever-increasing economic
misfortune will also prove to be
another effective and painful tool
in our fight against military dictatorship.
Taking a closer look to Myanmar’s
current economy is a grim task.
It’s not that we were expecting
a pleasant one when this article
was considered, especially when
we are facing ever increasing
prices, ever increasing difficulties in purchasing essential items
such as medicine and fuels and
rolling blackouts for months. And
we are the relatively more fortunate urban dwellers. In many
parts of the country, whether in
the hills of Karenni, in the plains

of Sagaing or elsewhere, the
misfortunes mentioned in previous sentence would be nothing compared to what they are
facing over one year. However,
a macro view on economic landscape allows us to better understand what’s to come to Myanmar, after strained by the double
burden of the coup and COVID.
The country’s economy took a
severe toll since the coup. Min
Aung Hlaing and his people have
liberally deployed brutal oppression of the economy, just as they
have been doing to anything else.
GDP (national income) dropped
by 18% in 2021; the World Bank
estimated early this year that
the economy would grow by 1%
in 2022 and altogether stopped
predicting after one year due to
high uncertainty. Considering
that 1% growth was a prediction before increasing blackouts,
de-dollarization of the economy,
fuel shortage and bigger difficulties in imports, it wouldn’t be surprising if the same economists
were to revise 1% growth into another negative figure in the second or third quarter of 2022.
Yet in the rhetoric of the junta and his lackeys, the country’s
economic is doing well for GDP
has never been the measure of
economic performance in their
eyes. Instead, import spending is
their favorite indicator. Since the
coup, the junta has repeatedly
accused “poorer” economic performances under NLD-led civilian government, blamed import
expenses under civilian government as signs of bad economic
management and vowed at every opportunity to restore the
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country’s prosperity by reducing
import expenses. Since the coup,
the junta and his lackeys were
often seen flouting this decline
in imports as a sign of economic
progress.
The junta’s back-to-the-socialistregime economic policies come
at a devastating cost for the
people of Myanmar, considering
there is little to no domestic production of essential items such as
gasoline and medicine. On food,
World Food Program estimated
that 1 in every 4 person is facing food insecurity in early 2022.
That estimate was before the war
in Ukraine which raised the food
prices across the world. However, unlike in most countries,
Myanmar’s domestic agricultural
production and transportation
capabilities were destroyed long
before that happened in Ukraine.
This rising economic hardship is
causing most suffering towards
the poorest and since the coup,
poor people skipping meals or
medications have become increasingly common.
For the shrinking middle class
with some forms of assets they
want to protect against inflation,
people find themselves increasingly difficult to store their assets

in relatively liquid form such as
cash, foreign currency, or gold,
all under policies of the junta to
punish dissenters and rob the
people. The junta’s policy of banning mobile data, tracking digital payments, and freezing bank
accounts made the people lose
trust in digital payment and led
to cash shortage since early 2021.
Even after mobile data has been
unbanned, 1 Myanmar Kyat in
bank still worth less than 1 Myanmar Kyat in cash. The attempts
to restrict foreign currency were
stepped up gradually, the biggest
step coming in April 2022, when
the central bank announced all
foreign currency export earnings
of businesses must be converted
to Myanmar Kyat under one day
at a rate much lower than the
market price. With a lengthy and
costly process to get approval for
the purchase of foreign currency
required for imports (which the
junta would mark as a gain to the
economy with its decline), the
market now sees widespread
shortages. Fuel shortages have
become increasingly common
and severe since the adoption
of such drastic foreign currency conversion policy. Another
less visible, yet equally devastating market to suffer would be

the medicine supplies. This ever-declining value of Myanmar
Kyat and draconian measures
against foreign currency makes
the people stressing out to protect their savings. Gold is another
item which people can save with
relative liquidity, and the junta
yet again issued another round
of draconian measures on gold
market to make transactions difficult.
The richest in the country are also
not free from the junta’s tyranny,
with even the pro-junta tycoons
are now under watch list by the
junta and banned from leaving
the country. Prominent tycoons
are facing arrests at wanton. Few
will cry for the comfortable suffering of the wealthiest when the
entire country is in flames, however the restrictions on the rich,
imposed at will by the junta will
further destabilize the economy,
which once again will cause the
poorest to suffer most.
The above are all domestic policies set out by the junta that’s
piling misery on the people and
economy. At the global environment, shocks from COVID and
war in Ukraine are creating turbulences in the global economy

and supply chains. In past two
weeks, UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres warned of global
food shortage, and President of
World Bank Group, David Malpass expressed fear over global
recession. The situation is concerning for the world, and exponentially more devastating for
Myanmar.
No one, regardless of how rich
or poor, will be free from junta’s
madness at a time of global economic unrest, and that includes
junta Min Aung Hlaing himself
and his administration. Since the
coup, he has repeatedly asked
for a normally functioning society under his rule. While there
is widespread dissent, it is the
poor response of the junta that’d
made that goal unachievable. No
authoritarian ruler could rule with
iron fist and be safe after antagonizing all classes of the people
at the same time. And that holds
true even at a time when there is
no armed resistance against the
oppressor.
As the junta issues one self-defeating policy after another, we
must keep living and fighting. It
is as painful and simple as that.

We write weekly to
document the coup, to
share our experience,
and to contemplate.
The daily entries can be
read here:
https://mohingamatters.com/
weekly-updates/
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On June 1, parents and children prepare for the new school year in Myanmar. The day is traditionally
cherished and celebrated; however, it has been three years since the streets in Myanmar have last
seen happy little faces in white and green uniforms with cute backpacks. The year 2020 was disrupted
by Covid, the whole school year was nulled. The year 2021 was interrupted by the coup, merely half of
the students returned to school as a boycott of the education system provided by Min Aung Hlaingled administration. This year is no exception, parents face the same dilemma of whether they should
continue the boycott or admit their children to the system. We asked a few parents their thoughts on
their decision, their children’s opinions, and alternative solutions.

Actually my son wants to go to school.
He is about 11 now and can pretty much
think and have opinions so I let him
decide whether he would go to the
government school. He has not made
the decision yet. My alternative plan is
homeschooling which would be
challenging for sure. I don’t see the
point of sending him to a private school
that adopts the government’s
curriculum anyway. (Han, father of two
sons)

No, I am not enrolling my daughter at the
government’s school. I have explained my
decision to her and she fully supports it. I am
now sending my daughter to a teacher who
lives close by and can teach the basic
knowledge of what children would learn in a
classroom. (Htar, mother of two daughters)

No, I don’t send my kid to government schools or
private schools adopting the government’s
curriculum. My daughter understands the cruelty of
Min Aung Hlaing-led administration and why she is
not sent to those schools associated with them. But
she also mentioned she wanted to go to school when
she saw children her age in school uniforms (last
year). My daughter is enrolled in an intermediate
international school for this year. I choose that school
because it also accepts CDM children without proper
documents. (Nwe, mother of one daughter)

My son is not going to the government
school. He simply says “I don’t want to
go to MaAhLa’s school”. I am now
sending him to a preschool led by a
teacher I trust. It may not have a proper
level-up system but as long as he learns
something, he will be fine and I will be
fine. (Su, mother of two sons)

SCHOOL ADMISSION RATES

Academic Year

No. of Students

2019-2020

10 million

2021-2022

5.3 million

2022-2023

4 million
(within 4 days)

Source: BBC Burmese

I don’t send my daughters to
government school. And they both
understand the decision. They are
now enrolled at an international
school. (Soe, father of two daughters)
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Mohinga Talks: Truth over the Junta
-The Choice that Myanmar Journalists Make
Challenging power is the heart
of journalism. Be it a democratic
government or a military dictatorship, media outlets challenge
the authorities by questioning
their work. In post-coup Myanmar, journalists, both from mainstream and alternative media,
take up the duty of recording
and reporting the military regime’s crimes and atrocities, yet,
the work gets harder when the
regime strategically cracks down
on the independent media. Multiple questions arise on how the
media is portraying Myanmar’s
armed revolution, how they are
collecting accurate data from
the ground, and how they are
sustaining themselves. In an attempt to answer these questions,
we talked with Nathan Maung,
founder of Kamayut Media, who
himself was detained by the junta for more than three months in
March 2021.
MM: The State Administration Council (SAC), led by its
spokesperson General Zaw Min
Tun, continues to hold press
conferences to disseminate its
narratives, and there are media
outlets that still cover these
conferences. What do you
think about these media channels?
NM: When we talk about journalism, we can talk about its principles such as nonpartisan, balanced reporting, etc, but these
principles are more like aspirations because when it comes to
adopting them in practice, people can interpret them differently; like collecting different narratives and all. That’s why some
media outlets continue to write
the military’s narratives and cov-

er its press conferences. From
what I see, the majority of media
outlets still operating inside the
country are scared of the junta,
and some are nurtured by the
military itself. Even media people like me do not know many of
those journalists who appeared
at the SAC pressers. I think these
people are happy to replace professional journalists who can no
longer operate under the junta. If
you look at the SAC pressers, neither journalists nor spokesperson
are professional. The so-called
journalists asked questions that
already presumed the National Unity Government (NUG) and
People’s Defense Forces (PDF)
as terrorists such as “Why hasn’t
the Union Commission Election
(UEC) dissolved the National
League for Democracy (NLD)?” It
means they do not understand
the current political landscape in
Myanmar at all. Myanmar’s current situation is unlike the power struggle between democrats
and republicans in the US nor the
conservatives and labor party in
the UK. This is a revolution with
the majority of the population on
one side, and the military on the
other. In this situation, refusing
to take a side and calling themselves professional journalists
is rather inhumane. If they are
afraid of the danger that comes
with journalism, such as the possibility of getting arrested, families taken as hostages, or houses
being ransacked, then leave the
profession for good, and stop
talking about the press industry.
Now some of them are no longer
working as media professionals,
yet commenting about professionalism in media and taking the
moral high ground. These people
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are trying to shape the country’s
politics with military narratives,
so I’m not surprised at all.
MM: In the recent pressers given by General Zaw Min Tun,
he used pretty vulgar words,
and questioned or even went
on and accused that the local
media are favoring the NUG. In
your view, what do you think of
current local news outlets and
their objectivity in covering
Myanmar news?
NM: Well it’s obvious. Local media
outlets report in favor of the NUG
and PDF, and against the military
in terms of language, of course. If
you ask me if it is allowed or not,
it’s the news outlets’ choice, taking a political stand. And I like it,
honestly, because it is transparent where a media outlet stands,
and the audience can also understand the stance of the media
they are consuming. One thing
though, when a media outlet decides to take a political stance by
compromising its professionalism, it must make sure to provide
accurate information, and be responsible for the information it is
disseminating to the larger public. As long as the information is
correct, its trustworthiness is not
affected. But if its stories start to

“When

the 2021
coup was staged,
the generation of
“video game players” called out on
the military by
chanting
“Don’t
act like it’s 88 in
21”, these former
activists were offended, and were
reminded of their
failure.”
deviate from the truth, the media
needs to be held accountable for
that. Some of the media outlets
that still report about Myanmar
are now operating outside the
country, but a few remain in the
country, changing their names
and still operating under the regime. But under the regime, they
can never work as professional
media. I’m not saying that they
are not professional because
they do not report in favor of the
NUG; and they are also not in favor of the military as well. But the
question is, without being critical
to the current situation, will their
reporting impactful for the society? Because I strongly believe
that journalists should work for
the betterment of our society.
MM: Following up the local media, some outlets have been
criticized for using slang languages like ordinary people
such as “fascist military” or
“army dogs” and often share
certain news about the junta’s
losses in a celebratory tone. Do
you notice this kind of reporting, and how do you find them?
NM: Yes, of course, I notice them.
And to answer this question,
we should look back at how the

Western media portrayed Japan,
Hitler, and Mussolini. No media
portrayed Hitler as a German
nationalist leader, similarly for
Japan, they called “fascist”. And
now when we call the military
what it is, which is “fascist military”, the Western journalists are
questioning our ethics. The West
used media as a tool when their
national interest was at risk -similarly with the Russia-Ukraine war
as well. Right now, our national
interest is severely challenged
by the junta, and we know what
we are up against. So we honestly should not even care when
the Western media call out on us
for being biased against the military. What I’m extremely worried about is the media using its
power to divide our unity. We’ve
seen that before – using the military’s narrative of the Rohingya
in headlines or xenophobic and
discriminative language against
ethnic minorities. Those kinds
of media reports destroyed the
trust and unity among the diverse communities in the country, and those media remain till
today. If media outlets that are
being questioned for their ethic
these days do not stir up tensions
among diverse communities,
among genders or people with
different sexual orientations, and
unite the public against the common enemy, then they are on the
right track.
MM: Covering the Myanmar
issues, there are some media
outlets that give a platform to
the murderous junta, such as
exclusive interviews with the
regime’s spokesperson or getting the junta’s narrative in the
name of “balanced reporting”.
Some of these media outlets
used to be well-respected by
people and much-hated by successive military regimes. Can
you make sense of the reason
they changed?
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NM: I tried to make sense of the
way they changed, and I found
out that people who lead these
media outlets hate our current
Spring Revolution, led by Generation Z, and this hatred is the
foundation of many problematic
things we notice. These people
led the 1988 uprising to topple
the dictatorship back then, fled
to border areas when they were
cracked down, and some eventually became journalists or intellectuals and experts. Fast forward 30 years, now they have
experiences, and they know
what the military is capable of.
My only understanding is that
they failed in the 8888 Uprising, their democracy movement
failed, and it gave them trauma.
When the 2021 coup was staged,
the generation of “video game
players” called out on the military
by chanting “Don’t act like it’s 88
in 21”, these former activists were
offended, and were reminded of their failure. They thought
the youths disrespected them
so they attempted to contain
and discredit the momentum of
the Spring Revolution. By tuning
out the youths’ fight against the
junta, these people, via the media outlets they managed, give
a platform to people like General Zaw Min Tun, report in ways
that discredit the revolution. It’s
all based on their trauma. When
I look at the culture of politicians
from mainland Myanmar, I agree
with what Daw Aung San Suu
Kyi once said. She said that the
problem of Burmese politicians is
jealousy and factionalism. People
get jealous when they are insecure about losing their space or
statuses to someone else, then
followed by factionalism. Galon U Saw couldn’t accept that a
30-something Maung Aung San
became a national figure and
that his political role was no longer valid, which consequently led
to the assassination of Aung San.

Like it or not, it’s the political culture we have inherited. Some of
the problems that the 2021 generation is facing are based on
this political culture. Basically,
jealousy and factionalism remain
root causes of some of our political problems.
MM: How accurate, do you
think, are current news reporting about the armed confrontations and death tolls?
NM: Facts reported are quite precise because their news sources are locals from conflict areas,
or PDFs so their source of information is quite reliable. News is
written based on the statements
issued by the resistance fighters,
or interviews given by spokespersons of the resistance forces.
In regards to arson attacks on
villages, news media reported
by interviewing villagers so the
facts cannot go so wrong. Since
news reporting is not an investigation project, we do not need
to verify with 100 sources. But
the reports made by exiled media about the Hpruso Christmas
Eve massacre last year are pretty
close to the report by the independent investigation commission. By looking at cases-by-cases like this, I do not see that there
is much deviation from the truth.
But at this point, news presentations should be changed. News

should be more analytical, and
the 20th-century news reporting
style is no longer relevant. Several events and happenings are reported each day – so much data!
But if we are not given the analysis of these events, we do not
know the bigger picture. News
media should take this responsibility. So many armed confrontations and casualties are reported
every day in Sagaing, Shwebo
plain, Dawna mountainous area.
I want news outlets to be more
analytical by giving strengths and
weaknesses of our revolution,
critically analyzing the situation,
and questioning the regime’s
moves – compact analytics will
be very valuable. For audiences
who were deprived of news for
decades before, they are new to
news consumption as well. So
they need to be provided with
analytical news to get a better
understanding of the country’s
situation, instead of normal reporting. If the media can take the
role in explaining the nationwide
situation and impact of the revolution to the public, maybe the
way New York Times’s news presented, then the public will see
the bigger picture, be motivated
and committed to the revolution.
MM: Are Myanmar’s independent media outlets capable of
doing such analytical report-

“The

West used media as a tool when
their national interest was at risk -similarly with the Russia-Ukraine war as
well. Right now, our national interest is
severely challenged by the junta, and
we know what we are up against. So we
honestly should not even care when the
Western media call-out on us for being
biased against the military. ”
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ing, considering its limited
freedom and capacity building
in the past decade?
NM: It’s not practical for journalists who remain in the country. Also, resources are not just
about money or technology – but
rather a journalist’s capacity to
analyze the information he/she
receives and reports for the audience. So I feel that exiled media,
with the leadership of talented
editors, should try this new form
of reporting. Instead of focusing
on quantity, the news outlets
should spend more time on the
quality, especially for the analytical reporting.
MM: Let’s talk about the parallel
government NUG. Do you think
it has been using the power of
the media effectively?
NM: No doubt, the NUG has its
weakness in its PR campaigns, but
then there are no other political
forces that are strong with public
relations because, throughout,
they underestimated the power of the media. Now, the NUG
has shown that they support and
empathize with the journalists,
but nothing more than that. It
cannot use the role and power
of the media to the fullest - they
would give interviews only when
journalists approach. They do not
have a systematic PR strategy.
Again, Myanmar politicians are
not prepared for public relations,
I’ve seen in the past decade right.
With the rise of influencers (celebrities), the parallel government lets social influencers take
a lead in its public relations, not
the media outlets. In the Federal
Charter, it is written that the role
of journalists will be respected
and all, but I would really want
the government to set up a federal level commission, like the
way they have set up a commission for women and children affairs. They are not giving enough
space to the media, and they do

not know that they should. The
NUG must prepare the PR strategy right now because after the
revolution, there will be an interim period where we will be
drafting a new constitution. How
would they communicate with
the public about the new constitution? And in those moments,
of course, there will be opposing forces that will attack them
at any chance. How would they
counter these kinds of attacks
without a strategic communication plan?
MM: Beyond this revolution,
what would you like to see in
the media industry?
NM: I want to see a media landscape that is nonpartisan, encourages liberal democracy, and
guarantees the freedom of the
press. Instead of Myanmar-centric media outlets, I want to see
media that voices the ethnic
minority groups. When we say
media, it’s not just about news

– it includes news, film, theater,
music, and literature. It’s a massive sector, and post-revolution,
we can reconstruct this sector
strategically and systematically.
In the process of developing a
public service news sector that
strengthens ethnic media outlets, we need to set up a federal
commission for media. We can
look at the regulations from international standards. But then
again, I know I am being too
hopeful. After the revolution, I
can see that people will end up
arguing and discussing, without
actually putting the ideas into
action. So, if we get stuck in this
stage, I only put my faith in the
younger generation. We need
their input.
MM: What do you think about
alternative
media
outlets
which emerged after the coup?
NM: I love it. I love that lots of
alternative press emerged with
their own narratives and values.
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And I really hate to see any attempt to shape them into one direction. I love the fact that these
outlets are usually led by youths,
operating very freely. But the
only concern I have for them is
sustainability for the future. I’ve
worked as a media professional
for more than 20 years, and the
ultimate problem I faced was financial sustainability in the end.
Personally, I think about how we
can include these alternative media in a sustainable development
plan. The advertising model is
ideal, but it is not healthy when
advertisers directly communicate with content creators -they
will just influence the content.
So I feel that we need to protect
content creators from advertisers and their influences. I want
to brainstorm a new business
model which helps and protects
content producers so that they
can sustain themselves for a long
time. That’s a dream that I have
for the future.

The Days Were Long
Nothing is quite right.
The air has changed the way it should
The birds adorn me as they should
Soon the rain will start to sprinkle down, slowly
Then rough and unruly
The hot rain will greet the palm of my leaves
Trickle down my branches and seep into the soil
Submerging what it needs to
And letting the excess flow to the drain
As it should.
But nothing is quite right.
Where are my children?
When the air and the birds do as they should
And the rain teases fury, there should be a racket across from me
Across the street behind the metal rails
Children in green and white
Clamoring in like hail.
They’ll have missed the rain twice now.
Last time I waited and waited until I wondered if they had disappeared into thin air
Then I would like to disappear with them.
I’ve been around for longer than I’d like
Many times I almost withered and cracked,
and without their laughter I just might.
But wait.
What’s that noise approaching my shade?
Lunch boxes jangling and papers rustling, getting closer
A small group of them have plopped down under
They are not in green and white but I’d recognize them anywhere
My little students with their questions and stories to share.
I don’t know why they’re here but I know one thing
Through rain, storm, thunder, and wind
My children and I are made the same.
Things are hard and they may get harder
The downpour only makes us stronger
Our roots are fixed and our pillars strong
We know what we must do to go on.
- Pearl
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Are Myanmar Citizens Facing Visa Rejections

on the Basis of Being Myanmar?
A family of three—a mother, a father and a young child, temporarily living in Bangkok, Thailand
for a few months in 2021 had to
dejectedly return home to Yangon in early 2022 because their
visa applications to the United
States were rejected with no
reasons given. This was, however, not a singular event. Two
separate students applying for
an education visa to Singapore
were rejected in April and May of
2022, based on the sole reason
that they are Myanmar passport
holders. These two countries are
not the only ones who have responded this way towards Myanmar citizens.
On March 28, 2022, the Norwegian Directorate of Immigration (UDI) moved Myanmar into
a “red” group (UDI 2012-008) of
visa assessment; meaning applications from Myanmar will only
be granted in extraordinary situations. According to the UDI
website, the red group included countries of which visa applications are carefully assessed
based on the applicant’s likelihood of returning due to the
home country’s financial, social
and/or political conditions. Basically, it is saying that whatever
the applicants’ social standings
and financial backgrounds are,
the UDI will be assessing the
applicants based on the home
country’s situations.
One social organization, with offices in Norway and Myanmar,
was one of the victims of Norwegian immigration rules’ change.
The Operation Manager of the
organization,
who
requested anonymity, explained that

the company was approved for
funding in 2020 by the Norwegian governmental body which
finances two-way mutual personnel exchange between companies and organizations in Norway and similar companies and
organizations in Africa, Asia, and
Latin America. The purpose of
the program is to exchange staff
between Norway and Myanmar
for three years. The program was
initially postponed by COVID and
continued to be delayed by the
2021 military coup in Myanmar.
With the contract reaching its
final year in 2022 and still no
personnel being exchanged between two countries, the Operation Manager said everyone
involved began to be frustrated with the UDI because it was
starting to be obvious that visa
applications from Myanmar were
deliberately delayed. After some
time, the organization was finally informed that no visa, visit or
long term, will be permitted for
Myanmar visa applicants in the
foreseeable future due to the UDI
moving Myanmar into the “red”
visa group. [*The information on
which group Myanmar was in before March 28, 2022, was unable
to be retrieved.]
“It was very disappointing and
frustrating that Myanmar was
moved into “red” visa group
purely for the political instability
caused by the military regime. It
is crazy that the people of Myanmar are being punished instead
of having support by foreign
countries,” the Operation Manager said.
He added that being in the “red”
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group meant that it wouldn’t
matter how well-educated you
are or how much money you
have, or who you are or even
what purpose you’re traveling to
Norway for, the general rule is
that unless you’re traveling for a
special occasion, the visa will be
denied.
“Proud to be Myanmar”
One student who applied for
school in Singapore wrote on her
Facebook page that the reason
for her visa rejection was because she’s Myanmar. She wrote
sarcastically, “I am very happy to
be Myanmar. My visa was rejected because I am Burmese. Very
proud to be Burmese.” According
to her previous posts, it showed
that she applied for a program in
Kaplan Higher Education Academy. Another student who recently got his education visa
rejected to Singapore had also
been accepted into a few universities in Singapore, which he was
set to resume his second years of
college after attending virtually
during the COVID-19 pandemic
period. He wasn’t given any reasons for his rejection, so he said
he will be submitting an appeal.
[*The identity of the students is
withheld for their safety.]
The struggles that the youths in

pects dim after the military coup.

“It was very disap-

pointing and frustrating that Myanmar was moved
into
“red”
visa
group purely for
the political instability caused by the
military regime. It
is crazy that the
people of Myanmar
are being punished
instead of having
support by foreign
countries.”
Myanmar faced with visa applications to foreign countries have
been well-documented since
last year. A report by Aljazeera
on November 3, 2021, said many
Myanmar students traveled to
the South Caucasus or the Middle East to apply for education
visas with embassies in Myanmar suspending its services after the coup and the entry into
neighboring Thailand were still
barred due to COVID-19. The article interviewed students and
travel agents who said that some
of Myanmar students’ visa applications were rejected due to
the applicants having difficulty
to prove they would return to
Myanmar as professional pros-

The article also documented that
student visa applications have
doubled in 2021 to western countries such as Canada, the United
Kingdom, and the United States.
For Canada, there were 210 applications between January and
August 2021 compared to 92
during the same months in 2020.
According to publicly available
data for the US, there were 652
applications approved between
February and July 2021, compared to 64 in 2020.
Myanmar Passport: Weaker than
Weak?
According to the Passport Index, Myanmar Passport can only
reach 27 percent of the world. Before the double header of COVID
and the coup, Myanmar passport
holders could travel to 15 countries without a visa and 39 countries with a visa on arrival. During
2020, the number dropped to 7
visa free travel and 33 visa on arrival, and after the coup in 2021,
only 6 countries allow visa free
travel and 37 countries with visa
on arrival. In 2022 with lenient
quarantine restrictions, 12 countries allow visa free travel and 41
countries with visa on arrival.
For countries which Myanmar nationals need to apply visa, there
wasn’t much difference between
2019 and today, but comparing
between 2019 and the year of the
coup, 2021, only 144 countries required visas in 2019, but the figure rose to 155 countries in 2021.
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The Future for Myanmar Passport
Holder
Many western embassies in
Myanmar have gradually reopened their visa services for
both short-stay and long-stay
visas in late May 2022. The German Visa Application Center, run
by the embassy’s external service provider, VFS Global, has
resumed short-term (up to 90
days) Schengen visas starting
from May 25. The U.S. Embassy
also announced that appointment slots for student visas will
be processed starting from June
2, with social visit visas rumored
to reopen in coming September.
Compared to 2021, there are
more opportunities for those
looking to relocate or pursue
their education in other countries. But a recent Schengen visa
applicant who submitted an application on May 25 said, “Things
are definitely more complicated,
and more resources are required
to apply even a short-stay visa to
western countries. I have to show
double the amount in the bank
account than before and have to
prove more than before that I am
not throwing my passport away
and settle in their countries”.
In this climate, the restrictions
against Myanmar passport holder
can’t even help the rich, famous,
and privileged to fast-track the
visa application processes if they
want to travel to the first world
countries.

People's Resistance War
308

skirmishes have been recorded in May
between the regime's army and resistance
forces, that is 35% increase from that of last
year.
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Highlights of the Armed Resistance
in May
Junta’s convoy ambushed in Hpruso Tsp,
Karenni, 20 died

convoy traveling in Hpruso Town-

video circulated on social media

ship, Karenni State on March 7.

showed PDF soldiers opening fires

In the clash, at least 20 regime’s

on the trucks and the fallen lackeys

Combined local resistance forces

soldiers were killed and four mil-

of the regime roadside.

carried out an attack on the junta’s

itary trucks were destroyed. A

Dozens of regime soldiers killed on HakhaFalam Road, Chin State

local resistance forces on Hakha-

and the most casualties came from

Falam Road between May 2 to

the detonation attack on the jun-

May 7 resulted in the deaths of 26

ta’s convoy that included two tanks

Chin National Organization (CNO)

regime soldiers and 9 resistance

on May 4&5.

released news that clashes be-

rangers. Clashes took place on

tween the junta’s soldiers and the

May 2, May 4, May 5, and May 6,

PDF Station ambushed,
eight rangers killed in
Myinmu Tsp, Sagaing
Region

in Myinmu Township, Sagaing

SAC. The regime announced that

Region, and killed at least eight

it had also seized various guns and

rangers. According to the local

explosives

news, Black Eagle Force was de-

Black Eagle had successfully co-

On the early morning of May 9,

ployed in that location for just a

ordinated attacks on the regime’s

SAC’s forces raided the outpost of

few days and a military inform-

forces

Black Eagle Local Resistance Force

er tipped the information to the

armed forces in early May.

State and battles could break out

two parties for about 30 minutes

any day, its military wing Arakan

on May 15. A few civilians’ houses

Army (AA) reportedly opened fire

were damaged by the encounter

On the same day The United League

on SAC’s helicopter in Paletwa

and villagers were forced to flee to

of Arakan (ULA) warned that ten-

Township, Chin State, leading

safety.

sions have accelerated in Rakhine

back and forth firings between

AA opened fire on
SAC’s chopper in Paletwa, Chin State

Strategic army base
Thay Baw Boe seized
by KNLA and alliances, Myawaddy District,
Karen State

during

along

with

the

ambush.

fellow

local

Thay Baw Boe was successfully

died in the battle while four were

occupied by KNLA and alliances

wounded. SAC tried its hardest to

following a day-long epic battle.

keep the strategic outpost as at

Casualties from the junta’s side

least airstrikes were observed at

remained unknown but a dep-

least 35 times throughout the bat-

Triumph news came from Karen

uty commander was confirmed

tle.

State that one of the key military

dead, and six soldiers were cap-

camps from Karen State called

tured alive. Three from KNLA

BGF retreated after
warning from KNLA in
Bilin Tsp, Mon State

during the third week of May

and Wintarpan Station since April

following a warning from Kar-

and BGF has now retreated from

en National Defense Organiza-

Laykay Station in which only the

Junta’s alliance Border Guard Forc-

tion (KNDO). KNDO has issued

regime soldiers reportedly remain.

es (BGF) reportedly left Laykay Sta-

a stern warning that the junta’s

tion in Bilin Township, Mon State

forces must leave Laykay Station
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